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First a brief word from John Cary!

Dear Dalton, 
 
My regrets that I cannot be there to help celebrate your 70th 
anniversary of being here on earth.  But from afar, I want to 
congratulate you on your accomplishments to date: physics, team 
building, mentoring, and founding a golf tournament. 
 
I did not make Sherwood this year due to budgetary issues, among 
others, but I look forward to our next meeting, wherever that happens 
to be. 
 
Wishing your continued success......John!
!
!



Dalton’s Most Important Rule  
for Getting a Simulation To Run!

!
!



Dalton’s Most Important Rule  
for Getting a Simulation To Run!

!
!

Add more viscosity !
!
!
!
!

Corollary: If adding viscosity doesn't work, add more 
electrical and thermal diffusivity !



Viscosity: The cowbell of MHD simulations!

!
!

Add more viscosity !
!
!
!
!



When did I first here Dalton’s  
most famous theorem?!

•  February 1996: NIMROD Project started!
•  Summer 1998: Attend first NIMROD meeting after Callen decides 

that NIMROD may (surprisingly) not fail.  !
•  February 15, 1999:  Start at SAIC as full time NIMROD developer!
•  March 2000:  Dylan Brennan starts at GA.  Asks for advice on 

running NIMROD.  Promptly ignores everything told.!
•  ~July 2000:  Active collaboration between Dylan, Dalton, and 

myself!

!
!



Point is to answer: why did 
the last sawtooth set off the 
3/2 NTM while the several 
preceding similar sawteeth 
did not. 

Slight Increase in Core Pressure Destabilizes a Seed Island 
from a Sawtooth and Causes the Onset of a 3/2 NTM 



Increase in Core Pressure Causes Δʹ′ to Sharply Increase 
Due to Approach of Ideal Limit 

Pressure profile at 2990 was 
gradually modified to approximate 
profile at 3600, showing transition.  

Approach to n=2 ideal limit 
increases 3/2 Δʹ′. 

Pole causes rapid change in Δʹ′(β) 
as β changes slightly 

Nonlinear coupling between n=1 and n=2 
modes not addressed by this model 

How will this affect the stability and evolution? 

PEST-III!
CALTRANS/TEQ!



NIMROD Simulations of two discharge times show unstable n=1 
mode and driven n=2 mode, in agreement with experiment 

texp=2990" texp=3600	


Stable"
n=2 decays"
after n=1 
drive begins 
to reduce"

Unstable"
n=2 grows 
after n=1 
drive begins 
to reduce"

S=τR/τA=2.3e6 "
approaching"
realistic conditions"

2002:  NIMROD invited talk on 
simulations running from EFIT files	




NIMROD Simulations of two discharge times show unstable n=1 
mode and driven n=2 mode, in agreement with experiment 

texp=2990" texp=3600	


Stable"
n=2 decays"
after n=1 
drive begins 
to reduce"

Unstable"
n=2 grows 
after n=1 
drive begins 
to reduce"

S=τR/τA=2.3e6 "
approaching"
realistic conditions"

The first run of series was not done at S=2.3e6 
and Pr=10.  Dylan added more viscosity	




Meanwhile, Dalton and Scott were  
looking at high beta disruptions"

Tearing mode work continues to present day: 
Invited talk by Tom Jenkins at this conference 



While Dylan was looking at tearing modes,  
Dalton was looking at high beta disruptions"



NIMROD Models Discharge Based on  
Equilibrium Profiles at t = 1681.7 msec!

•  Equilibrium reconstruction 
from experimental data!

•  Negative central shear!
•  Gridding based on equilibrium 

flux surfaces!
–  Packed at rational surfaces!
–  Bi-cubic finite elements!

Safety factor profile	


Pressure contours	
 Poloidal gridding	


Note: Same cases as AHG’s “jaggies” 
before he quit, but higher beta	




Nonlinear Simulations With NIMROD  
Show Faster-Than-Exponential Growth!

•  Initial condition: equilibrium 
below ideal marginal βN!

•  Use resistive MHD!
•  Impose heating source 

proportional to equilibrium 
pressure profile!
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•  Follow nonlinear evolution 
through heating, 
destabilization, and 
saturation	


Log of magnetic energy in n = 1 mode vs. time	

S = 106  Pr = 200 γH = 103 sec-1	




NIMROD Scaling of Growth Rate of  
Mode Agrees with Experiment!

•  NIMROD simulations also 
display super-exponential 
growth!

•  Simulation results with 
different heating rates are well 
fit by ξ ∼ exp[(t-t0)/τ] 3/2!

•  Time constant scales as!
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•  Compare with theory:	

2/3 2/3 1/3ˆ(3 / 2) MHD hτ γ γ− −=

Log of magnetic energy vs. (t - t0)3/2	

for 2 different heating rates	


Instability experiences no loss of confinement as it enters	

nonlinear stage consistent with experimental observations.	




Goal of Simulation is to Model Power  
Distribution On Limiter during Disruption!

•  Plasma-wall interactions are complex and 
beyond the scope of this simulation!

•  Boundary conditions are applied at the 
vacuum vessel, NOT the limiter.!

–  Vacuum vessel is conductor!
–  Limiter is an insulator!
!

•  This is accurate for magnetic field:!
–  Bn=constant at conducting wall!
–  Bn can evolve at graphite limiter!

!
•  No boundary conditions are applied at 

limiter for velocity or temperatures.!
–  This allows fluxes of mass and heat 

through limiter!
–  Normal heat flux is computed at limiter 

boundary!



NIMROD reproduces the qualitative behavior of 
experimental observations!

!
• Qualitative agreement with 

experiment: ~200 microsecond 
time scale, heat lost 
preferentially at divertor. 
!

• Plasma current increases due 
to rapid reconnection events 
changing internal inductance!

• Wall interactions are not a 
dominant force in obtaining 
qualitative agreement for these 
types of disruptions.!



Magnetic Field Rapidly Goes Stochastic with Field 
Lines Filling Large Volume of Plasma !

• Region near divertor 
goes stochastic first 
"

•  Islands interact and 
cause stochasticity 
"

• Rapid loss of thermal 
energy results.  Heat 
flux on divertor rises!



And the disruption work started  
by Dalton continues…!



Dalton’s Rules for the 
Business of Science!

!
!



Dalton’s Rules for the Business of Science!

• Showing up is 80% of the battle!
• You can't take the politics out of politics!



Think back to those glorious days yesteryear…"

From a presentation Dalton made to 
ISOFS in 2002.  	




Think back to those glorious days yesteryear…"

Pop quiz: What does ISOFS stand for?	




Think back to those glorious days yesteryear…"

Integrated Simulation & Optimization of 
Fusion Systems: The FESAC subcommitee 
to plan the Fusion Simulation Project	




History of Fusion Simulation Project!

February 22, 2002: DOE charges FESAC with preparing report!
July 12, 2002: First report of Dahlberg committee!

 !Dalton was on committee.   80% of the way there!
… but you can’t take the politics out of politics. !

 !
!
!
!
 !



History of Fusion Simulation Project!

February 22, 2002: DOE charges FESAC with preparing report!
July 12, 2002: First report of Dahlberg committee!
August 18, 2004: Post report issued!
!
!
!
!

Nothing recedes like success. "



History of Fusion Simulation Project!

February 22, 2002: DOE charges FESAC with preparing report!
July 12, 2002: First report of Dahlberg committee!
August 18, 2004: Post report issued!
May 16, 2007: Kritz report issued!
!
!
!

You tried your best and you failed miserably. The 
lesson is: never try.    !
!- Homer Simpson!

 !



History of Fusion Simulation Project!

February 22, 2002: DOE charges FESAC with preparing report!
July 12, 2002: First report of Dahlberg committee!
August 18, 2004: Post report issued!
May 16, 2007: Kritz report issued!
July 28, 2011: Tang report issue!
 !



History of Fusion Simulation Project!

February 22, 2002: DOE charges FESAC with preparing report!
July 12, 2002: First report of Dahlberg committee!
August 18, 2004: Post report issued!
May 16, 2007: Kritz report issued!
July 28, 2011: Tang report issue!
January 2012: Fusion theory budget cut 16%!
!

Just when you thought we’d hit absolute rock 
bottom we crashed right through and found a 
new bottom you didn’t even know was there.!

 !



History of Fusion Simulation Project!

February 22, 2002: DOE charges FESAC with preparing report!
July 12, 2002: First report of Dahlberg committee!
August 18, 2004: Post report issued!
May 16, 2007: Kritz report issued!
July 28, 2011: Tang report issue!
January 2012: Fusion theory budget cut 16%!
!

Just when you thought we’d hit absolute rock 
bottom we crashed right through and found a 
new bottom you didn’t even know was there.!

 !

Should have had a Dalton committee	




Dalton’s Best Advice!

1.  Show up. !
2.  Pay attention. !
3.  Tell the truth. !
4.  Keep an open heart. !
5.  Don't be attached to the outcome.!

Like all of the best advice, generally hard to follow.  
!



Final saying I want to hear again soon…!



Andiamo!!

Final saying I want to hear again soon…!



Dalton’s Advice to my then 4 year old daughter!

The  most important thing to 
know in life is…!

!
!



Pfffft.  Pffffft.   
Is this thing on?!

!
!

Dalton: Most important thing to know is…!


